Automatic renal lesion segmentation in ultrasound images based on saliency features, improved LBP, and an edge indicator under level set framework.
Segmentation of lesions in ultrasound images is widely used for preliminary diagnosis. In this paper, we develop an automatic segmentation algorithm for multiple types of lesions in ultrasound images. The proposed method is able to detect and segment lesions automatically as well as generate accurate segmentation results for lesion regions. In the detection step, two saliency detection frameworks which adopt global image information are designed to capture the differences between normal and abnormal organs as well as these between lesions and the normal tissues around them. In the segmentation step, three types of local information, i.e., image intensity, improved local binary patterns (LBP) features, and an edge indicator, are embedded into a modified level set framework to carry out the segmentation task. The cyst and carcinoma regions in the ultrasound images of the human kidneys can be automatically detected and segmented by using the proposed method. The efficiency and accuracy of the method are validated by quantitative evaluations and comparative measurements with three well-recognized segmentation methods. Specifically, the average precision and dice coefficient of the proposed method in segmenting renal cysts are 95.33% and 90.16%, respectively, while those in segmenting renal carcinomas are 94.22% and 91.13%, respectively. The average precision and dice coefficient of the proposed method are higher than those of three compared segmentation methods. The proposed method can efficiently detect and segment the renal lesions in ultrasound images. In addition, since the proposed method utilizes the differences between normal and abnormal organs as well as these between lesions and the normal tissues around them, it can be possibly extended to deal with lesions in other organs of ultrasound images as well as lesions in medical images of other modalities.